The critical limit principle of maximum entropy is put forward, it's a sufficient condition to obtain accurate critical points, and ensure that the new phase system is still in the maximum entropy state. Two representations for the phase transition of Ising models are found; the universal formula of critical points is explained by thermodynamics. From the point of view of fractal geometry and the correspondence between symmetry and conservation, the scaling laws are reinterpreted. The self consistence equations for the universal class are set up, by which and the scaling laws higher accurate exponents to date are obtained. The temperature where the self similar transformation disappears is calculated.
Introduction
As a fundamental issue, the critical phenomena theory has pervaded modern physics, the approach to the critical point, the critical fluctuation, and the critical exponents help us understand critical laws deeply. The precise calculation of critical points and critical exponents is the common goal of the researchers. The symmetry analysis that is usually applied in particle physics makes our research to a new state, and has got more quantitative results [1] . There are some important models, among which Ising model is particularly striking. However, the accurate evaluation of the critical points was always an unsolvable problem for 3d models by conventional theory. The main difficulty is that one cannot get the exact value of a block spin because all conventional theories and methods are limited to Euclidean geometry. Euclidean geometry uses simple graphics as a tool to study certain objects with complexity. On the contrary, fractal geometry gets a simple result when using complicated self similar (SS) transformation. By means of fractal geometry, the accurate critical points for 2d and 3d models are obtained [2] . For an infinite lattice system, it seems that there are two ways to an ordered state: 1) In the fractal geometry sense, the local lattices are correlated to each other to form finite size block spins, and the system is ordered by infinite hierarchical SS transformation, i.e., the block side length can be considered as the lattice correlation length, and it is finite. 2) From the eyes of the Euclidean geometry, all lattices are correlated to one another to construct an ordered system, the correlation length is infinite. The system entropy in the first way is greater than that of the second way, since the ordering degree of the system in the first way is lower than that in the second way. In a word, relative to infinity, the finite correlation length makes the system more chaotic, thus the system entropy is greater.
The focus of both views is the lattice correlation length. Whether the correlation length is infinite or finite, we can respond in only one of the two ways. In fact, the concept of infinite correlation length is merely a theoretical assumption.
We can't measure the infinite length; we can only measure the exponent υ that is associated with the length in term of the conventional theory. According to the assumption, the infinite correlation length occurs at the critical temperature 
where the symbol "ln" represents natural logarithm. If the system is infinite, m N → +∞ , with the deceasing of temperature the lattice correlation length n increases from * n , which is the block side length at the critical pint, to infinity, so does N at cs T , where the correlation length becomes infinity and the whole system is a block [1] . The structural meaning of the disorder-order phase transition is that the original lattice spin system has become the self-similar block spin system. In Section 3, we calculate cs T and exponents, get a group of exponents, which is the most accurate and self consistent datum to date. Section 4 is conclusion remark. For simplicity, both blocks and sub-blocks are uniformly called blocks in this paper, and the relation between the sub-block's dimension and the block's dimension for the reducible lattice system is given by the formula (6.2) of refer-
Theory

Critical Limit Principle of Maximum Entropy
The conventional theory thinks that since lattice spins are correlated over scales up to the correlation length ζ , it may be plausible to regard the spins with regions up to ζ in size as behaving like a single block spin of side length n, and n ζ ≤ , i.e., the block formation originates from the infinite correlation length. It's said that one can get accurate critical point only if let n take ζ , if ζ → +∞ .
In fact, this is not true [2] .
We find that there exist simultaneously two sorts of blocks: n + -blocks and n − -blocks, only one of them can become ordered, another disordered [1] . So, there are two kinds of correlation lengths: the first refers to the ordered, the second to the disordered. They are different from each other, resulting in that both are finite. Consider a system consisting of infinite subsystems, the values of spins of the i-th subsystem are identical and equal to i S , the free energy is i F ; the system free energy F is given by
where i P is the occurrence probability of the i-th subsystem. The value of i P can't change the influence of the singularity of i F on the singularity of F. If i P is determined by Gaussian distribution, F is also the Gaussian distribution free energy, and represented in the form as the Equation (11) Gaussian distribution makes the system in the maximum entropy state [1] . We then get a principle:
Critical limit principle of maximum entropy: A thermodynamic equilibrium system keeps itself in the maximum entropy state before disorder-order phase transition, and tends to the critical point in this manner.
According to the fractal theory that a system containing a large plenty of lattice spins becomes ordered as the same as a point spin is a kind of spin contraction mapping, which ensures the uniqueness and existence of self similar transformation [3] . This principle pledges the uniqueness of the critical point. It is this principle that helps us get accurate critical points for 2d and 3d models [2] .
It's should be emphasized that the Gaussian distribution differs from the Gaussian model, the former determine which subsystem is that we need; the latter allows the system change the value of the block spin at the same temperature, although all block spins have the identical value. The common feature of both systems is they have the same free energy singularity. This means that we can get the critical point by Gaussian model. Using the fixed-point Equation (5) [2] , into the equation:
Equation (4) has only a positive finite real solution
For the tetrahedron lattice system, ( ) 
Dual Relation
The energy conservation of transformation produces a dual relation of J and
where the lattice spin S s = , we have coupling constant representation from Equation (6):
The two representations are equivalent. In the early renormalization group (RG) theory the coupling constant representation is adopted [4] . In the Gaussian 
Universal Formula of Critical Points for Ising Models
The singularity of the free energy gives rise to
This is a universal relation for the critical points of Ising models [2] , where cf T is the disorder-order phase transition temperature, B k Boltzmann constant.
At a temperature T, a system has a definite mean energy E , its free energy F
and entropy e S obey thermodynamic condition:
Only if the entropy e S is maximum can the free energy F be minimized when the T is constant. That the block spin takes the minimum when the system reaches to cf T is the best selection to satisfy the condition. We may view 2 min ZJS as an ordering tendency, B cf k T as a disordering tendency caused by thermal motion. The critical point not only is a balance point for the two tendencies, but also a starting point of the ordering of the system. The fact that the block spin formation is the self-organization behavior and the cooperation phenomena of the lattice spins. Discussing the atomic system, Dirac pointed out that the observed specific heats at ordinary temperatures are given fairly well by a theory that takes into account merely the motion of each atom as a whole and assigns no internal motion to it at all [5] . Likewise, we should only consider the interaction between the block spins, the interaction between the lattice spins exists only inside the block spins. Under the condition of the maximum system entropy, the increasing of the ordering degree is compensated by the decreasing of temperature, and the ordering tendency overwhelms the disordering tendency below cf T :
It's the lattice correlation length that determines the size of the block space,
i.e., the block side length. The lower the temperature, the longer the correlation length, and the larger the block side length (the block spin) and the higher the ordering degree. By means of boundary condition, Onsager carried the plane square lattice system onto a torus, and obtained a lager critical point than ours 
Reinterpretation of Scaling Laws-Symmetry and Conservation
The cf T is just the critical temperature c T defined by the conventional phase transition theory. We notice that there is no singularity behavior below cf T , i.e., the block structure exists until cs T and the block spins replace the lattice spins.
We call the region cs cf T T T < ≤ as renormalization region, rather than merely the criticality one.
The scaling laws are based on the scaling hypothesis, which is purely a conjecture. Taking Ising model as an example, we interpret it by Euclidean geometry and fractal geometry. From the point of view of Euclidean geometry, the reason why the GR theory works is that the lattice correlation length becomes infinity in the vicinity of cf T , such that the influence of all finite microscopic characteristic lengths are wiped out, and the correlation length is a unique characteristic quantity. The singularities of thermodynamic parameters are attributed to the correlation length singularity, and any size transformation can't change the form of the free energy function, only changes the parameter scaling. On the other hand, the transformation hierarchy is emphasized in terms of fractal geometry: The formation of blocks with finite side length n begins at cf T , they can go through r-hierarchical SS transformations at the same temperature, and the original lattice spin system is replaced by the block spin system. For any finite value of r, one can find the same form of the free energy function represented by the block spins, no matter what value of r will be. Clearly, both interpretations describe the same phenomena. It's impossible to explain in terms of Euclidean geometry the uniqueness of the block side length * n at the critical point and the coexistence of n + -blocks and n − -blocks. In fact, the renormalization transformation is just the self similar one. In a word, the geometrical structure and the physical parameters function forms on the (r + 1)-th hierarchy maintain the original ones on the r-hierarchy. By the forms, we are unable to recognize which belong to the r-hierarchy and what is the actual value of r. The indistinguishability means symmetry [7] . The SS transformation comes essentially from the spacetime homogeneity and is a special type of symmetrical transformation, differing from the conventional operations such as rotation, translation, inversion, etc. The GR is a symmetry group, its corresponding conserved quantity is the scaling, and there exists scaling invariance. The scaling laws do be the conservation laws.
For a universal class of space dimension d and order parameter dimension m, there are two independent conserved constants: p and q, they can be considered as the magnitudes of two orthogonal constant vectors p and q, respectively. According to Wilson theory [8] , p and q are given by ( )
where the elementary excitation of block spins is badly neglected [9] . The actual relation between p and q should be as
where ( ) 
They determine four scaling laws:
Using Equations (13)- (17), there should theoretically be 15 self consistence equations for ( ) But, the combinations of α and υ , η and δ have no consequence, 13 equations are actually established:
( ) The experimental datum illustrate that all order parameters curves are smoothly continuous when the temperature is below cf T [8] . We think that the scaling laws and the self consistence equations are applicable to the renormalization re- . This group of exponents is the most accurate and self consistent datum to date. More accurate exponents will be obtained by the same method.
Conclusion Remark
The critical limit principle of maximum entropy introduces a correct way to obtain accurate critical points. The reinterpretation of the scaling laws from the correspondence between symmetry and conservation gives us a new understanding of scaling invariance. Based on the experimental and theoretical datum given by other authors, and applying golden section method and numerical approximation in the scaling laws and the self consistence equations, we can get higher accurate exponents.
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